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Abstract. The manufacturing industry is becoming increasingly more complex as the paradigm of mass-production moves, via mass-customization, towards personalized production and Industry 4.0. This increased complexity in the production system also makes everyday work for shop-floor operators more complex. To take advantage of this complexity, shop-floor operators need to be properly supported in order to perform their important work. The shop-floor operators in this future complex manufacturing industry, the Operator 4.0, need to be supported with the implementation of new cognitive automation solutions. These automation solutions, together with the innovativeness of new processes and organizations will increase the competitiveness of the manufacturing industry. This paper discusses three different aspects of production innovation in the context of the needs and preferences of information for Operator 4.0. Conclusively, product innovations can be applied in the manufacturing processes, and thus becoming process innovations, but the implementation of such innovations require organizational innovations.
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Introduction

As the manufacturing industry moves from mass-production of high-volume products towards mass-customization with high-variant products [1], complexity in manufacturing is increasing [2]. This ever-growing complexity will continue to increase as many companies in the manufacturing industry turn to personalized production as their strategy in order to gain a competitive advantage, for example, the concept of lot-size-of-one where products become engineered-to-order [3]. To manage such complexity, more challenges will be put on the people working on the shop-floors in the future [4].

In this context, it is important for companies to ensure that their employees have relevant data, information and knowledge necessary to make well-founded decisions [5]. Due to new possibilities with Industry 4.0 and its enabling technologies, the amount of available data, information and knowledge increases rapidly, but the insights into how to utilize it to its full potential are still lacking [6]. In order for Operator 4.0 to be able to
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manage the influx of data, information and knowledge, its dissemination needs to be effective [7].

New production innovations need to be developed for the effective dissemination of data, information and knowledge that supports Operator 4.0 [8]. Such innovations in production will enable companies to face the challenges of increased complexity and retain a competitive advantage [9].

In essence, this paper focuses on the intersections of three areas, visualized in Figure 1; production innovation, the effective dissemination of information, and Operator 4.0. These three research interests are explored in a chapter each, followed by a discussion on the intersections and conclusion.

Figure 1. Venn diagram of the three research interests.

1. Production Innovation

A conventional approach to conceptualize innovation is emphasizing product innovations [10]. However, the concept of innovation is broader and encompasses a wider range of disciplines [11]. In general, OECD/European Communities [12] has defined innovation as “the implementation of a new or significantly improved product (good or service), or process, a new marketing method, or a new organisational method in business practices, workplace organisation or external relations”, and subsequently identified four types of innovation found within this definition:

- **Product innovation**: A good or service that is new or significantly improved. This includes significant improvements in technical specifications, components and materials, software in the product, user-friendliness or other functional characteristics.
- **Process innovation**: A new or significantly improved production or delivery method. This includes significant changes in techniques, equipment and/or software.
Marketing innovation: A new marketing method involving significant changes in product design or packaging, product placement, product promotion or pricing.

Organizational innovation: A new organizational method in business practices, workplace organization or external relations.

All these four types of innovation are covered within the viewpoint that, despite coming in many forms, innovations are strongly linked to engineering and industrialization [10]. In this industrialization context, marketing innovations represent the increased demand for the product, which also affects the product itself [12]. However, for shop-floor operators, the other three innovation types become more prevalent [13]. Managing creativity that contributes to product, process, or organizational innovations is not easy - the tension between people and ideas needs to be both positive and productive [14].

Narrowing from innovation in general to production innovation in particular, Larsson [15] defines it as “a process of change, where ideas are transformed into new processes, technologies, tools and/or work methods within a production system to create value for the organization and its stakeholders”.

Often the focus point, development of product innovations are based on customer demands [13]. However, the manufacturing industry itself can also be customers in need of product innovations to improve aspects of the manufacturing process [16]. Traditionally, development of process innovations tends to focus on problem-solving that facilitates improved efficiency of manufacturing the products [13]. As customers, product innovations can be applied as process innovations to support new manufacturing demands [17].

If production innovation in the manufacturing industry is observed through the lenses of shop-floor operators, product innovations can be both the manufactured good and as enablers for process innovations, which in turn requires consideration of organizational innovations. Such organizational innovations that support shop-floor operators cognitively, improve their level of performance [18], thus contributing to quality-related value-creation [19].

2. Effective Dissemination of Information

Many existing frameworks for the dissemination of data, information and knowledge within organizations don’t have a clear focus to capture the many advantages provided by the recent development of technologies that enable Industry 4.0 [20]. Examples of such enabling technologies, for which production-related data, information and knowledge can both be created and subsequently disseminated, include:

- Cyber-Physical Systems [21,22,23,24]
- Big Data [24,25]
- Cloud Computing [23,24,25]
- Internet of Things [22,23,24]

Intrinsically, data doesn’t carry value on its own until it has been endowed with purpose or relevance and thus transformed to information, for example as simple as adding a unit to a measurement [26]. On the other hand, knowledge requires a higher level of understanding [27], which is dependent on the commitment and beliefs of
individual humans [28]. Information, placed in-between data and knowledge [29], is similar to both, but neither data or knowledge are similar to each other [30]. This information represents the important data or codified knowledge that can be shared to support people at work.

Examples of information that is conceptually closer to data could be performance measurements relating to safety, quality, delivery, or cost, which are based on data measurements [31]. Examples of information that is conceptually closer to knowledge could be assembly instructions, which are based on product knowledge [32]. Whether it is measurements or instructions, operators benefit from both being effectively disseminated [7].

Dissemination of information is generally characterized by its location, rules and norms [33]. Development of enabling technologies has facilitated such communication to transcend traditional face-to-face interaction in the same time – same place context, contributing towards flexibility when it comes to both time and place for the actors partaking in the activity when information is disseminated [34,35]. As shown in Figure 2, this flexibility entails that information can be disseminated with the source and recipient actors communicating at the same or different times, as well as at the same of different places [36].

![Figure 2. Flexibility in the dissemination of information with regards to time and place for the actors [36].](image)

3. Operator 4.0

While not a fully consolidated term [22], the incoming paradigm of Industry 4.0 [9] has attracted interest from both practitioners and researchers [37]. In this context, the manufacturing industry is proactively [38] undergoing a technology-driven [21] paradigm shift towards increased digitisation, automation, and communication [39].

In this complex Industry 4.0, human operators remain as invaluable resources [5] because of capabilities such as coordination and problem-solving [40], and decision-making [41]. Romero et al. [8] propose eight concepts for how Operator 4.0 can become smarter operators:

- Operator + Exoskeleton = Super-Strength Operator
- Operator + Augmented Reality = Augmented Operator
- Operator + Virtual Reality = Virtual Operator
- Operator + Wearable Tracker = Healthy Operator
- Operator + Intelligent Personal Assistant = Smarter Operator
- Operator + Collaborative Robot = Collaborative Operator
- Operator + Social Networks = Social Operator
- Operator + Big Data Analytics = Analytical Operator
As the future of industrial work is changing [42,43], these skilled human operators of the future can and should be aided cognitively in order to create socially sustainable workplaces [44] by simplifying and enabling dissemination of information that supports humans at work [45]. Yet, it remains difficult for many companies to implement digital technologies related to Industry 4.0 for such purposes [46,47,48]. Hence, it is necessary to consider future challenges affecting the cognitive workload of Operator 4.0, such as:

- technological solutions, virtual models and augmented reality [45,49]
- managing data, how it is shared and visualized [45,49]
- qualification, employment and leadership [45]
- IT proficiency, learning and training for operators [45,49]
- new forms of human-machine interactions [49]
- technology forecasting [49]

4. Discussion

Moving away from previous frameworks for the dissemination of information within organizations, newer frameworks have the benefit to include concepts related to Industry 4.0 [20]. New innovations in production systems have the opportunity to enable effective dissemination of information to better support the work of Operator 4.0 by including competitive, as well as cognitive, advantages within the Industry 4.0 paradigm [43].

4.1. Production Innovation for Operator 4.0

To innovate with the shop-floor operators as the intended target beneficiaries can help create more sustainable workplaces in Industry 4.0. Changing how people work on shop-floors affect techniques and equipment that are required to perform the work tasks. The development efforts for improving work tasks are important process innovations that improve the overall performance of modern production systems.

Implementation of new technologies and new work methods, in the shape of product and process innovations, will put new demands on Operator 4.0. Furthermore, organizational innovations such as game-based learning or serious games used for life-long learning will be vital for Operator 4.0 in order to remain competitive throughout the entire career. For Operator 4.0, new product innovations may lead to an increased need for new concepts regarding the work environment. This could, in turn, create a sense of urgency for both process and organizational innovations for manufacturing companies.

4.2. Production Innovation and Effective Dissemination of Information

Production innovations, foremost process and organizational innovation such as digital shadows, digital and effective instructions and faster feedback loops to the operators, can support the effective dissemination of information in various ways. New off-the-shelf Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) have the possibility to support the faster transfer of relevant and useful information between different people. ICT and similar technologies that already are available on the consumer market are important product innovations that can be implemented in modern production systems. Implementation of such immediate innovations is dictated by the type of information content and its necessity for the operators.
4.3. Effective Dissemination of Information for Operator 4.0

Dissemination of information can support the everyday work of shop-floor operators if the shared information is relevant and useful [7]. However, despite the advantages of product innovations and process innovations, shop-floor operators need to be involved and engaged in a consensus design of the important organizational innovations that need to reflect how people want to work in modern production systems for the dissemination to become effective [20].

Out of the eight concepts for making Operator 4.0 smarter [8], four proposals affect how information is disseminated and presented to the operator when considering the future challenges affecting the cognitive workload [45,49], namely using the product innovations of augmented reality, virtual reality, intelligent personal assistants, and social networks. These four product innovations enable new approaches for how information can cognitively support Operator 4.0 but also create a demand for new process and organizational innovations.

4.4. Production Innovation and Effective Dissemination of Information for Operator 4.0

To summarize, in section 1, four types of innovation were presented [12], out of which three types are more prevalent for Operator 4.0 and linked to production innovation. Subsequently, in section 4.1, the implications of these three types of innovation were discussed:

- Product innovation
- Process innovation
- Organizational innovation

In section 2, the effective dissemination of information was introduced, and for Operator 4.0 two situations of information dissemination were exemplified; meetings and work instructions. More generally speaking, such information dissemination can occur with time-place flexibility, with implications of these discussed in section 4.2:

- Same time – same place
- Same time – different places
- Different time – same place
- Different time – different places

In section 3, eight concepts for Operator 4.0 were introduced [8] that were narrowed down to four concepts that directly impacting how information is disseminated for Operator 4.0 in section 4.3:

- Operator + Augmented Reality = Augmented Operator
- Operator + Virtual Reality = Virtual Operator
- Operator + Intelligent Personal Assistant = Smarter Operator
- Operator + Social Networks = Social Operator

These three types of innovation, information dissemination and Operator 4.0 are summarized in Table 1, with additional examples of situations in the three other time-place flexibility contexts that transcend the same time-same place norm.
Table 1. Types of innovation and Operator 4.0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator 4.0 concept</th>
<th>Product innovation</th>
<th>Process innovation</th>
<th>Organizational innovation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Augmented Operator</td>
<td>Augmented Reality</td>
<td>Same time – different places: Remote guidance, where an expert remotely guides an operator. Different time – same place: Expert capture, where an experienced operator records work and pins it to a factory location, accessible for other operators. Different time – different places: Work instructions that are designed and created elsewhere from the operators.</td>
<td>Manufacturing companies need to consider where the information originates and how it should be visualized.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual Operator</td>
<td>Virtual Reality</td>
<td>Same time – different place: Multiple user meetings in a virtual environment, for example for the planning of new factory layouts. Different time – same place: A dedicated physical area for learning and training of operators. Different time – different place: Learning, training, and planning before the physical factory are created.</td>
<td>Cross-functional integration of sources could facilitate the use of data and information that is created elsewhere in the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smarter Operator</td>
<td>Intelligent Personal Assistants</td>
<td>Same time – different place: Digital checklists, where operators can document and share information. Different time – same place: Shop-floor memory, documentation of information that could be accessed later by others. Different time – different place: Digital immediate transfer of information for follow-up of operators.</td>
<td>Change where operators need to embrace the use of and support from cognitive agents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Operator</td>
<td>Social Networks</td>
<td>Same time – different place: Collaborative platforms, where operators can share knowledge and advice with each other. Different time – same place: Knowledge repositories, where operators can document procedures for certain operations near the work environment. Different time – different place: Knowledge repositories, where operators can document work experience and knowledge for later dissemination.</td>
<td>A culture where operators are encouraged and rewarded for sharing knowledge.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 1, some examples of future operators are presented, with possible scenarios where data, information, and knowledge could be disseminated. While same time – same place communication could benefit from new innovations, new product innovations
create new possibilities for how information could be disseminated in the three other time-place flexibilities, as exemplified in Table 1, process innovation. These different situations lead to the necessity of new approaches for how manufacturing companies design its work environment and processes, as exemplified in Table 1 - organizational innovations.

4.5. Future Research

Research and practice concerning production innovation, as insights into product innovation, process innovation, and organizational innovation, grants knowledge about possibilities for how to more effectively support Operator 4.0.

Concerning dissemination of information, there is a need for new organizational innovations to support the already emerging process and product innovations, i.e. Industry 4.0 and its enabling technologies.

While this paper has discussed that there are opportunities for developing organizational innovations to more effectively disseminate information for Operator 4.0, a question for future research remains: How should such an organizational innovation – *Organization 4.0* – be designed to support the effective dissemination of information for Operator 4.0?

5. Conclusion

To use innovation as a mechanism to enable effective dissemination of information in the manufacturing industry to provide better cognitive support in the everyday work of shop-floor operators, three types of innovation needs to be considered, and subsequently, these three types of innovation are strongly linked to production innovation in this context.

While product innovations have the capabilities to transform how this effective dissemination of information can be conducted, its actual implementation requires process innovations for them to be relevant and useful. However, organizational innovations are necessary, since, in the end, it is all about how people want to work.

In conclusion, to support the effective dissemination of information for Operator 4.0 in modern production systems, product innovations can be implemented as process innovations, but organizational innovations are required for avoiding disuse or misuse of the production innovations.
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